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In the present paper we use the term special Jordan algebra to denote a

(non-associative) algebra $ over a field of characteristic not two for which

there exists a 1-1 correspondence a—>aR of $ into an associative algebra 51 such

that

(1) ia + b)R = aR + bR,        iad)R = aaR

for a in the underlying field and

(2) ia-b)R = iaRbR + bRaR)/2.

In the last equation the • denotes the product defined in the algebra $. When

there is no risk of confusion we shall also use the • to denote the Jordan

product (xy+yx)/2 in an associative algebra. Jordan multiplication is in

general non-associative but it is easy to verify that the following special rules

hold:

(3) a-b = b-a,        (a-ô)-a2 = a-(o-a2).

Hence these rules hold for the product in a special Jordan algebra.

Because of this fact one defines an abstract Jordan algebra to be a (non-

associative) algebra in which the product satisfies (3). Such algebras were first

studied by Jordan, Wigner and von Neumann(1), and recently Albert(2) has

developed a successful structure theory for Jordan algebras over any field of

characteristic 0. Using definitions of solvability and the radical that are

customary for Lie algebras, he succeeded in carrying over to the Jordan case

the known theorems of Lie, Engel and Cartan on solvable Lie algebras. Also

he proved that an algebra that is semi-simple in the sense that it has no solv-

able ideals is a direct sum of simple algebras. The determination of simple

Jordan algebras can be reduced to that of central simple algebras and for

these Albert proved the existence of a finite extension field P of the base field

such that $p is one of the following split algebras:

A. The algebra P„y of «X« matrices over P relative to Jordan multiplica-

tion a ■ b = (ao+oa)/2.

B. The subalgebra of P„y of symmetric matrices.
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C1) Jordan, Wigner and von Neumann [l]. Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography

at the end of the paper.

(2) Albert [4]. Cf. also Albert [2].
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C. The subalgebra of P„y, n = 2m, of matrices that are symmetric relative

to the involution a^>q~la'q where a' denotes the transposed of a and

D. The algebra Y with basis So, S\, • • • , sn and multiplication table

So ' Si Si,

(5) 2
Si = So, Si-S j =0, l 5¿ J.

E. The algebra of three rowed hermitian matrices with Cayley number

coefficients relative to the composition a-b = iab+ba)/2. This algebra has

dimensionality 27.

A Jordan algebra S is said to be of type A, B, C, D or E if there exists a

finite extension P of its base field i> such that $P is one of the algebras in the

list A, B, C, D or E respectively. As has been shown by Albert(3) any algebra

of type D has a basis s0, si, • • • , s„ such that

So'S,  = Si,
2

Si = caso,       Si-Sj = 0, i ft j «» 1, 2, • • • , ».

The algebras of type B and C over a field of characteristic 0 have been de-

termined by Kalisch(4). In the present paper we determine the algebras of

type A. Our method is applicable for base fields of characteristics 5^2 and

we use it to show also that Kalisch's determination of the algebras of types

B and C is valid with merely this restriction on the characteristic. We note

finally that a determination of the algebras of type E has been given in a

recent paper by R. Schafer(6).

A glance at the above list shows that the split algebras A, B, C and D are

special Jordan algebras. It is not surprising that a similar result holds for

the algebras of the corresponding types A-D. On the other hand it is known

that the algebra E is not a special Jordan algebra (6) and at the present time

a characterization of the special algebras is still lacking.

The present paper is not primarily concerned with the structure theory,

or with the problem of characterizing the special Jordan algebras. The prob-

lem that we consider here is that of determining all the imbeddings of a

special Jordan algebra in associative algebras. We define such an imbedding

to be a homomorphism of j? into the Jordan algebra obtained by replacing

ordinary multiplication in an associative algebra by Jordan multiplication.

By definition, any special Jordan algebra possesses at least one isomorphic

(3) Albert [2, p. 548].

(4) Kalisch [l].

(6) Schafer [l].

(6) Albert [l].
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(that is, 1-1) imbedding. Of particular interest are the imbeddings in matrix

algebras, or what amounts to the same thing, in algebras of linear trans-

formations. An imbedding of this type is called a representation. For these we

have a natural concept of equivalence. Two representations Ri and R2 in

í>™ are called equivalent if there exists a matrix s in <Pm such that

aR2 = s~1aR^s

for all a in $. We can also define reducibility, decomposability and complete

reducibility of a representation in <3?m in the usual fashion to mean reducibility,

and so on, of the set $B of representing matrices aR.

Of fundamental importance in the study of an imbedding R of $ in 21 is

the enveloping algebra @($, R) defined to be the (associative) subalgebra of

SI generated by the representing elements aR. As was first observed by Birk-

hoff and Whitman, any Jordan algebra $ possesses a universal imbedding F0

and a universal (enveloping) associative algebra U = @(JÎ, Fo) that has the fol-

lowing property: If R is any imbedding of S then the correspondence aRo—*aR

can be extended to a homomorphism of the associative algebra U on the

associative algebra @($, F) (7). Clearly U is unique in the sense of isomorphism.

Hence we speak of the universal associative algebra of Ä.

It is clear that the determination of the universal associative algebra U of

$ reduces the study of the imbeddings of $ to that of the homomorphic map-

pings of the associative algebra U. We therefore consider the problem of

finding the algebra XX. We remark that for the case of the split algebra of type

D the solution of this problem is well known and is given by the definition

of the algebra of Clifford numbers.

In the present paper we obtain the universal associative algebras for all

the special semi-simple Jordan algebras. An outline of the procedure is the

following: We first show that if $ has an identity and is a direct sum of two

algebras Jîi and $t2 then U is a direct sum of the universal algebras of the $,-.

Next we determine the universal algebras for the split Jordan algebras A, B,

C and D and we use this determination to obtain the Jordan algebras of

types A, B and C(8). We then determine the universal algebras of the Jordan

algebras of types A-D. As applications we obtain the isomorphisms and the

(7) This result was announced at the Algebra conference at the University of Chicago,

June, 1946. Birkhoff and Whitman also announced at this conference that they had determined

the universal algebra of the split algebra A. (See Birkhoff and Whitman [l].) On the other

hand, the present authors were in possession at this time of a result that amounted to a deter-

mination of the universal algebras of the split algebra B and had partial results on the algebras

A and C. Stimulated by Birkhoff and Whitman's announced results we succeeded subsequently

in completing the work presented here.

(8) It should be mentioned that Albert [2] has determined the representations for all the

split algebras of characteristic 0 and, in fact, for the somewhat more general class of reduced

algebras. His results, however, are not in a form that is suitable for our purposes. Moreover,

the assumption of non-modularity of the base field is used in an essential fashion in his deter-

mination.
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derivations of these algebras.

Our results reduce the problem of representation of semi-simple Jordan

algebras to that of semi-simple associative algebras. For we show that the

universal algebra of a semi-simple Jordan algebra of characteristic 0 is semi-

simple and we determine the simple components. A corollary of this result is

that every representation of a semi-simple Jordan algebra is completely re-

ducible. Moreover, the irreducible representations can be obtained by using

our results and the known theory of associative algebras.

1. The universal associative algebra. We have defined a special Jordan

algebra to be an algebra $ for which there exists a 1-1 mapping a—>aR into

an associative algebra 21 such that (1) and (2) hold. Another way of stating

this is the following: Let 21 be any associative algebra. We define in 2Í the

Jordan product

ab = («ó + ba)/2

and we consider the set 2t relative to the addition and scalar operations de-

fined in the algebra 21 and relative to Jordan multiplication as multiplication.

Since Jordan multiplication is distributive and homogeneous we obtain in

this way a (non-associative) algebra. We denote this algebra as 31,- and call

it the Jordan algebra determined by 21.

We can now define a special Jordan algebra to be any algebra that is

isomorphic to a subalgebra of some 2L> It is clear that this definition is

equivalent to our previous one.

Now let $ be a special Jordan algebra and let F be any imbedding (not

necessarily 1—1) of $ in an associative algebra 21. Let Xi, x2, • ■ • be a basis for

ÎÏ over i> and let

(6) Xj-Xj = Z yukXk,

7's in <ï>, be the multiplication table. Then in 21 we have the relations

R      R .   ^ R

Xi ' Xj       / . yijkxk

so that

R   R   ^ R   R ^-\ R
yi) Xt Xj —      Xj Xi -\- L / , yijkxk.

Since the x¿ form a basis for $ any representing element aR is a linear com-

bination of the xf. Hence any element of the enveloping algebra (£($!, R) is a

linear combination of monomials x\x\ ■ • ■ xfn. Now if i¡ ^ ij+\ we can replace

xfjxfj+i in this product by

R        R .   \ R
Xii+1Xij -j-  Í 2_j yijij+ikXk .

A succession of such substitutions will yield an expression for x^x* • • • xfn as

a linear combination of monomials of the form
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(8) (xi),1(x2)<2 • • • (x.)"

where the 6^ = 0, 1 and (e*., f2, • • • , e,)?í(0, 0, • • • , 0). Thus we see that if

the dimensionality ($:$)=» then (@:$)á2" —1.

We consider now the free algebra 5 with basis X\, Xi, • • • in 1-1 cor-

respondence Xi-^Xi with the basis for $. Let 53 be the two-sided ideal in

g generated by the elements

(9) iXiXj + X;Xi)/2 - Z HikXk

and let 11 be the difference algebra §/23. If x¡ denotes the residue class of Xi

mod 93 then

Hence the correspondence a = Za«x»^á = Zœ<*< is an imbedding of $ in U.

Definition. An imbedding a—*ä of a special Jordan algebra $ is called a

universal imbedding and its enveloping algebra U is a universal associative

algebra for $ if the correspondence ä—>aR determined by an arbitrary imbed-

ding R can be extended to a homomorphism of the enveloping algebra U onto

the enveloping algebra @ = (g(iî, R).

We shall now show that the imbedding a—><z that we have constructed is

universal. Since % is a free algebra there is one and only one homomorphism

of % into Gs sending the generator Xi into the generator xf of (5. This homo-

morphism maps the element (9) into

R   R R    R ^-, R
\X, Xj ~p Xj x, j      / . yijkxk = u.

Hence the kernel SSI of the homomorphism includes the ideal 93. It follows

that this homomorphism induces a homomorphism of 11 = 55/33 into (S map-

ping x< into xf. Evidently this is an extension of the mapping 5—hib as re-

quired (9).

We note next that the mapping a—*a is 1—1. For we have assumed that

there exists an isomorphic imbedding R. For such an F the xf are linearly

independent. Hence the x< are also linearly independent and a—*â is 1-1.

Suppose now that a—hi' is any universal imbedding and that U' is its en-

veloping algebra. Then by definition a'-^d and 5—hi' can be extended to

homomorphisms between the enveloping algebras. These extensions are

unique and it is clear that each is an isomorphism. In this sense any two uni-

versal imbeddings are equivalent. We shall therefore speak of the universal im-

bedding and the universal algebra. We shall also identify $ with the subset of

II representing it. We can do this since the universal imbedding is 1—1. Also we

shall write a in place of ä. Hence the universal imbedding is the identity

mapping a—hi.

(9) These results on the existence and finiteness of the universal algebra were first discov-

ered by Birkhoff and Whitman. See footnote 6.
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We shall now show that the universal algebra 11 = 55/93 possesses an in-

volution relative to which the elements of $ are symmetric. First it is clear

that the mapping

/ . Oif -ifXii • • • Xir —> 2-1 a»v • •<, Xt, " • • Xit

is an involution in the free algebra g- The elements Xi and therefore the

elements XíXj+XjXí are symmetric relative to this involution. Hence the

basis (9) of 93 consists of symmetric elements. This implies that 93 is in-

variant under the involution. Hence we have an induced involution / in

U = g/93 defined by

2_^ OCil. . .ifXii *   "   •   XiT      >   / . Cti-L' ■ -ifX,r •   ■   •   Xiy

Evidently the x< and hence every a£$ is /-symmetric. We note also that /

is uniquely determined. Thus let K be any involution in U leaving the ele-

ments of JÏ fixed. Then

1 / . dii. • •iTXii '  •  •   Xir)        —   / , Ctil. . .irXir '  * •   Xiy

Since any element of 11 has the form y.a.;,.. ..-.Xi, • • • x<r this shows that

K = J. We shall refer to J as the fundamental involution in U.

2. Universal algebra of a direct sum. We suppose now that U is any

associative algebra and that M is a subalgebra of the special Jordan algebra

XXj determined by U. We assume moreover that the smallest (associative)

subalgebra of U containing $ is U itself. This is a more general situation than

that considered in the preceding section in which U is the universal algebra of

If aGS, aa — ia2+a2)/2=a2 and by induction we see that the rth

Jordan power a-r=ia-r~l)-a=ar. Thus the powers of a single element of

$ generate an associative subalgebra of 11.

If e is an idempotent element in the special Jordan algebra Ê then e is

idempotent in the associative algebra 11. Suppose now that a is an element of

2 such that ea = 0. Then ea= —ae and e2a= —eae = ae2 so that ea = ae. It

follows that ea = ae = 0. In particular if e and/are idempotent elements of S

that are orthogonal in the sense that e/ = 0 then these elements are idem-

potent and orthogonal in 11 in the usual sense that ef=0=fe.

Next let e be an idempotent element of $ and let a be an element of $ that

has e as identity. Then e-a = a so that a = iea+ae)/2. Hence

a = iea + ae)/2 = iea + ae)/4 + eae/2.

This implies that iea+ae)/2—eae and that a = eae. Hence ea = a = ae. Thus e

is an identity for a in the associative algebra. In particular we see that if S

has an identity e then ea = a = ae for every aGfi. Since $ generates U this

means that e is an identity for 11.

We assume next that $ has an identitv e and that S is a direct sum
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$i©,$2 of the ideals Ä<. Then if aiE®i, aia2£ítinít2 and hence ai-a2 = 0.

Write e =ei-|-e2 where e¿£$,-. Then a = ea = ei-a-|-e2<i = íii-f-íi2where a,=e¿-a

is in ki. This implies that the e¿ are idempotent and that e, acts as an identity

for $,-. As we have seen this implies that e¿ is an identity in the associative

algebra U< generated by $¿. Since ei and e2 are orthogonal, U1U2 = 0 = U2Ui.

Since £=$i-r-.f2, U = Ui+U2. Thus U = Ui©U2. This proves the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. Let XX be an associative algebra and let S be a i Jordan) subal-

gebra of XXj such that it generates XX. Then if M has an identity and is a direct sum

$iffi$2, U is a direct sum XX\®XX2 where U, is the algebra generated by $,-.

We suppose now that U is the universal algebra of ,f. We wish to show

that under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, 11, is the universal algebra for $,.

Let di—Hif be an imbedding of $1 in the associative algebra 2Ii. We form the

direct sum 2Ii©U2 and consider the correspondence a\+a2—«if +a2. This

is an imbedding of it in 2Ii©U2. If (Si is the enveloping algebra of F then the

enveloping algebra of the representation ai+a2—«if+a2 is @iffill2. Since 11 is

the universal algebra of $ the imbedding of $ can be extended to a homo-

morphism of U. The contraction of the latter homomorphism to Ui is an ex-

tension of F. Since F is arbitrary this proves that Hi is the universal algebra

of Ai. A similar statement holds for $2.

Theorem 2. Let $ be a special Jordan algebra with an identity and let

XX be its universal algebra. Then if $ = $iffiiï2, U = Ui©U2 where U, is the

algebra generated by $4, and XXi is the universal algebra of ic¿.

3. Universal algebras of split Jordan algebras. In this section we shall

determine the universal algebras for certain algebras that appear to play the

same role in the theory of special Jordan algebras that is played by the full

matrix algebra in the associative theory. These are the special split algebras

defined in the introduction.

Class A(10). These are the special Jordan algebras <I>ny where <£„ is the full

matrix algebra. If $ = i>ny, $ has a basis en, i,j = 1, 2, • • • , ra, with multiplica-

tion table

(10) 2e,j-ehi = Ojken + 5nek¡.

In particular the elements e¿¿ are orthogonal idempotent elements in S.

If U is the universal associative algebra of $ then the elements en are

orthogonal idempotent elements of 11. We now define

(11) ga = eueuejj, i s* j.

(10) The determination of these universal algebras was made first by Birkhoff and Whitman.

(See footnote 6.) Since these results are needed in the consideration of the split algebras C we

derive them anew here.
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Then

gij      envi je j j      \Cïj      w jenjejj      Cijcjj.

Similarly gy =■ t?««?*/. We have the following relations

(12) gijgu = eijejjekkeki = 0 if j 9^ k,

and if *, j, k are not equal then

giigik = eneijejkekk = en\eik      ejkeij)ekk = eneikekk      enejkeij€kk.

Since en is idempotent and euejk = 0, en ejk = Q. Hence

(13) gijgjk = eneikekk = gik, i, j, k distinct.

We now define

(14) gu = gaga

and we prove that this element is independent olj. Let i,j, k be distinct. Then

by (13)

gügii = güigjkgki)   =   igijgjk)gki  = gikgki-

We wish to show that the elements gu, i, j=\, 2, • • • , ra, satisfy the

multiplication table for matrix units. Since (12), (13) and (14) hold we need

only to verify the table for products in which one of the factors is a g«.

Since eugn = gu = gifiu,

(15) gugjk = 0 = gkjgn, i ?± j.

Next let Í5¿j and choose k?¿i, j. Then

(16) gaga = igikghi)gij = gikgkj = gu-

Finally let i, j, k be distinct. Then

2

(17) gu = gijgjigikgki = gijgjkgki = gikgki = ga-

in a similar manner we prove that gjkgii = ok-gn and this proves our assertion.

We define next a second set of matrix units. We set

gn+i,n+i =  Cußjiejj, I  ?= J,
(18)

gn+i,n+i   —   gn+i,n+ign+i,n+i*

Since the table (10) is unaltered under interchange of the two subscripts of

each element it is clear that the elements gn+i,n+j multiply like matrix units

too. As for the gu we have gn+i,n+j = eueji = enea, Í9*j.

We wish to prove now that the product of any gu by any gn+k,n+i is 0. We

note first that since ekk is idempotent and ekk-eu = Q for i,j, k distinct, then

eijekk = 0 = ekkeij. Hence
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gijgn+i.n+k — eijejjekjekk = ei¡ekjekk = — ekiei¡ekk = 0.

This implies that

giign+i,n+i = giign+i.n+kgn+k.n+i =  0

and

gijgn+i.n+i  =   giign,+ i.n+ign+i,n+j  =  0.

Since giien = gn and ejjgn+j,n+j = gn+j,n+j, gugn+j,n+j = 0 if iVj. The element

g= Zg¿» «s an identity for the gu and g'= Z£*+j'.n+y is an identity for the

gn+i.n+j- Our relations show that

gg'   =   Z gi.£»+i.»+J   =   0.

It follows that gijgn+k.n+i = 0 for all i, j, k, I. Similarly we can prove that

gn+k.n+lgij = 0.

Now let «J?^ denote the subspace of 11 generated by the gu and $® the

subspace generated bv the g„+¿ n+k- Then «i?™ is a subalgebra of 11 and

*¿1>*W = 0 = *?)*¿1). By (10)

«Sit      ^ii^i» "I- ejjjea      eaxßijeji -\~ ejiCijjen

==   ¿>¿J¿>3* "r* (?»+»,rH-i^n+î.n+t

Thus all the e,7G<ï>l1>+<ï><2). Hence U = $l1)e*®.

We have seen that each <3?® is a homomorphic image of the ra Xw matrix

algebra. Since the matrix algebra is simple, $£fl=0 or $^ is isomorphic to

the raXra matrix algebra. We shall now show that the latter alternative holds

for both values of i. For this purpose we consider the representation of $

defined by

R        /  Sij  I    0    \

\   0   I sa /

where su is an raX« matrix with 1 in the (*', j) position and 0's elsewhere. It is

immediate that the efj satisfy (10). The representation R can be extended

to a representation of U that we shall also denote as F. We can verify that

R R   R
g%i      ene i

R  R   _  /  Su  I 0    \
iieii ~ l      T- ~~ J)                                       I 5= J,

(19)
R                          R   R   R           (     0 0     \

gn+i,ni-i — enejiCjj — I    — J,                             i ?= j.
\   0 Sij /

From this it is immediate that the elements gR, g%+t¡n+] are not equal to 0.
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Hence the g¿j and g»+,,„+y are not equal to 0. It is also clear that the repre-

sentation R of 11 is 1—1. Thus F is also a universal imbedding. For the purpose

of visualization it is preferable to use this representation. From now on we

therefore take $ to be the set of matrices

(20)
(■*£)■

a an wXra matrix with elements in <ï>. The universal algebra U is the set of

matrices

(21) m
We note now that the mapping

CM",)
is an involution in U. Since the elements of $ are fixed relative to this involu-

tion we know that it coincides with the fundamental involution / in U.

On the other hand it is clear from the above definition that $ is the complete

set of /-symmetric elements of its universal algebra.

The case ra = 2 excluded here will be treated in our discussion of the alge-

bras of class D.

Class B. An algebra of this class has a 1-1 representation as the set of

raXra symmetric matrices over $>. If we use this representation we see that

it has a basis

Jij       Jji       (fiij -p CjijlL, i, j = 1, 2,

where the e,y are matrix units. Using the multiplication table for the e,y we

obtain

(22) ^fa-fki = Sfkfii + Ojifik + bikfji + Oiifjk.

This can be broken down to the following relations:

(23)

Jii   = Jii.
■ 2

Qjij  = Jii ~T~ Jjj,

¿ja' Ja = Jii,

^Jij'Jik J jk,

fii'fii = J**'fi*  = fii'fkl  = 0,

i 7* j.

i  ** j-

i, j, k distinct.

i, j, k, I, distinct.

In particular the elements fa are orthogonal idempotent elements of iî.

Now let 11 be the universal associative algebra of $. The elements fa are
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orthogonal idempotent elements of U. We now define

(24) gu = fa, gij = 2fafufa, i 9a j,

and we shall show that these are matrix units. First we have

2

(25) gu = gu,       gaga = 0, i ¿¿ j,

and

(26) gugjk = hijgik,        gjkgn = ôikgji.

It follows that

(27) gijgia = 0, iij^k.

We note next that if i^j then

Sa = ¿Jiijijjjj — ¿(Jij     Jiijii)jii = 2jij]jj

and similarly gu = 2fufij. Hence

2

(28) gaga = ^fafufa = faifa + /y y)/« = fa = g, i.

Next let i, j, k be distinct. Then

SaSik = ^fiifufikfkk

= 2fnifik — fjkfij)fkk

= 2fufikfkk

since fujkk = 0. Thus

(29) gugjk = gik.

This proves our assertion.

Let $„ denote the subspace of 11 generated by the g,y. Then <£„ is a complete

matrix subalgdbra of 11. Also we have

iSa + Sa)/2 ■ fafu + fofa = 2ifa-fij) = /,,-.

Thus the/iyE*» and U = *».

Another way of stating this result is that we may take it to be the set of

raXw symmetric matrices and take the universal algebra 11 to be the complete

matrix algebra. It is immediate that the fundamental involution / in U is the

usual mapping a—«i'. Hence $ is the set of J-symmetric elements of 11.

Class C. Any algebra of this class has a 1—1 representation as the subset

of $„, n = 2m, of matrices a such that q~1a'q = a where q is given by (4). We

write

(«11     fll2\

)a2i  a22/
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where the a„G$„. Then the condition q~Wq = a is equivalent to

(30) a22 = an,        au = — ai2,        a21 = — a2\.

Hence if the eki are matrix units then the algebra $ has the following basis:

Hii      Cij   i   ^íw+y,m+¿,

V^l) Jii = J ji  =  eitm+j Cy,m-(-i,

ûij ai      iiy, «™ em+itj     em+jti, i, j — l, ¿, • . ■ , m.

The Äy satisfy (10) and these elements generate a subalgebra of $ isomorphic

to the Jordan algebra <E>my of class A. Also it is clear that the Jordan products

of any two/'s or of any two d's is 0. The following completes the multiplica-

tion table:

2hij-fu = 5jkfu + ôjifu,

(32) 2hij-dki = ôiidki + ôikdji,

2fij-dki = ôjkhu + hiihjk — Oikhji — Sjihik.

We shall assume that rai^3 in the remainder of our discussion. We con-

sider $ now as imbedded in its universal algebra 11 and we wish to determine

the structure of 11. We define the following elements in 11:

(33)
&ij  — ftiirtijftjjj                                                                                                 I   7^ J,

£ii   ~ &<?£#)

&m+i,m+Í  == 5■m-l-i.fft-r- J6wi+ J,Tn-f 1»

gi.m+i = hafijhji,                                                         i ;¿ j,

gi,m+i  = giigi,m+i,

Sm+t,j = hadijhjj,                                                         t y* j,

^Tn-f-i.i >wt«,jSJ«>

i, 7 = 1, 2, • • ■ , »z. We shall show that these elements are uniquely defined

and that they satisfy the multiplication rules for matrix units. This has al-

ready been established for the elements gu and gm+i,m±j in our discussion of

class A. We recall also that gu = huhu = huhjj and gm+i,m+j = huh]i = hjihjj.

We note next that if i-^j then

5¿,wi+y      ri'iijii"a      \Ja     Jii"a)^a s=s Jii^a

since the ha are orthogonal idempotent elements. Similarly gi,m+i = hufu and

gm+i,j = hudu = dijhjj. Let i,j, k be distinct. Then

(34)        SkjSi.m+i = hkkhkjfjihu = hkkifki — fjihkj)ha = hkkfkihu = g*,m+<.
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Hence

gijgi.m+i  =  gikgkjgi.m+i  =  gikgk.m+i-

Hence

(35) SaSi.m+i = Si.m+i

for all j. Also

.„,. SiiSi,m+i  —  gikgkigj.m+i  =  SikSk,m+i
(36)

Si.m+i,

and these relations imply that

(37) ghkgj,m+i =  ghkgijgi.m+i = &ikghjSi,m+i =  8jkgh,m+i

for ail h, k, i,j provided that i^j. But g<,m+« = g,ygy,»>+»•• Hence

(38) ghkgi,m+i = ghkgiigj.nH-i = SikghiSi.m+i = àikgh.m+%.

We next prove that if í^j

Si.m+iSm+i.m+i  ==   itiijiirlijrlu  = flurtijjijrtii

=   fliirlijj jifia

— SaSi.m+i

Using this relation we can prove in the same manner that (37) and (38) were

established that

(39) Si,m+iSm+h,m+k = SihSi.m+k

for all h, i, j, k.
We now note that

(40) gi.m+ighk = 0 = Sm+h.m+kSi.m+i-

This   is   clear   since    gj,m+igm+i,m+i = gj,m+i = gng},m+i   while    gm+i,m+ighk = 0

— gm+h,m+kgjj.

In a similar manner we can prove

(41) gm+i.jghk = §jhgm+i,k,

(42) gm+h.m+kgm+i.j  =  l>ikgm+h, J,

(43) ghkgm+i,i  =  0  =  gm+i.jgm+h.m+k.

It remains to consider the products gh,m+kgm+i,i and gm+i,jgh,m+k- We have

gh,m+kgm-\-i,j  ==  gh,m-\-kgm+k,m+kgm+i,m-{-igm+i,i ==   O

if ir^k. Let Ä, », j be distinct. Then
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gh,m+igm+i,j — hhhfhidijhjj — hhhihhj — dijfhi)hjj

(44) = hhhkkjhjj

= ghi-

This implies that

gh,m+iSm+i,h   =   gh,m+igm+i,jgjh   =   ghjgjh   =   ghh.

In a similar manner we can use the definition (33) to extend (44) to the cases

h — ir^j, h9£i=j and h = i=j. A like argument yields

(45) gm+i,jgh,m+k   =   Sjhgm+i.m+k.

Thus we have proved that the g's are matrix units. We now show that the

subalgebra f>„, n = 2m, determined by these units coincides with U. This fol-

lows from the following equations:

gij ~\   gy+m,¿+7it       "ariij -\   riijita       '.¿y, I 7- J,

gii    \    gm+i,m+i   =   gij gji "T gm+i.m+jgm+j.m+i

= huhu hjihn + hahjihij hu

= hii{hu + hjj)hn

= hiit

&i,m+j Si.m+i   ==   rliijij J ji'T'ii  =   ftiijij    \    Jij^ii   = Jiff

5i+m, j & j+ m,i n-ii&i j & jiflii n%%(Li j ~~\~  (Li jrl%i u t" j.

For these equations show that the fu, du and hu are in <!>„. Hence U = <3?n.

This discussion shows that we can take $ to be the set of matrices satis-

fying (30) and U to be the complete set of «Xra matrices. The involution J in

the universal algebra has the form a—>q~la'q, and ,fî is the set of /-symmetric

elements of 11.

Class D. We consider a Jordan algebra $ that has a basis of ra + 1 elements

So, si, • • • , s„ and multiplication table

So * Si — Si,
2

(46) Si = a.So, a,- 7i 0, i = 1, 2, ■ • • , w,

Si-Sj = 0, i, j » 1, ••• , ra; i j¿ j.

The universal algebra U of $ is the well known algebra of Clifford numbers(n).

It has the basis

(47) sis2 • ■ • sn

(ll) See Weyl and Brauer [l], Witt [l].
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where the e3 = 0, 1 and the multiplication table for this basis can be deduced

by means of the associative law from the basic relations

2
(48) Si = a{,        SiSj = — SjSí, i 5¿ ji12).

In determining the structure of 11 it is necessary to distinguish the two

cases ra even and « odd. We consider first the case w = 2m. Here we introduce

the elements

(49) u,„ = SiS2 • • • s2m_i,        vm = s2ra_is2m

and we deduce from (48) that

(50) Um  =   (—1)        ai<X2  ■   ■   ■   Ct2m-l,      Vm   =   —  Ot2m-l<X2m,      UmVm   =   —  VmUm.

Thus the subalgebra Qm that has the basis (so, um, vm, umvm) is a generalized

quaternion algebra. It follows that U = ÇmX93 where 93 is the subalgebra of U

of elements that commute with all the elements of Qm. Since the dimension-

ality (U:*) = 22m, (93:$) =22(m-u. On the other hand it is easy to verify that

the elements S\, s2, • • • , s2m_2 commute with um and vm. These s¿ generate a

Clifford algebra of dimension 22(m_1). Hence this system coincides with 93.

An inductive argument now yields the formula

U = <2i X Q2 X • • ■ X Q„,

where <2¡t = (s0, «*> »*, ukVk) and

2 * 2

(51) Uk = (—1) oíioíi ■ ■ ■ a2k-i, vk =  — a2k-ia2k.

It follows that 11 is a central simple associative algebra.

We consider next the case of an odd ra. Set ra = 2m + l and

C = SiS2 • • ■ S2m+i.

Evidently c commutes with every s¿. Hence c is an element ^so in the center

<S of U. We have

(52) c2 = i-l)maia2 ■ ■ ■ a2m+i.

Hence $(c) is either a quadratic field over i> or is a direct sum of two algebras

of order one. These alternatives hold according as ( — l)""XJim+1 a,- is not or is

square in $. The elements Si, s2 ■ • • , s2m generate a Clifford algebra 9B which

is central simple of dimensionality 22m. Since s2m+i is a multiple of csis2 • ■ • s2m

the space 9B<I>(c) =*(c)9B = U. Hence U = 9BX$(c). Since 933 is central this

implies that $(c)=6. Moreover, if we refer to the structure of 3>(c) we see

that either U is simple with <i>(c) as center or U is a direct sum of two central

simple algebras over $ each isomorphic to the Clifford algebra 9B.

(12) The defining relations (46) show that So is the identity in U. Hence we suppress it in

our formulas. Thus we write si — a¡ instead of s{ =a,-So.
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Suppose now that all the ca = X and that <ï> contains ( —1)1/2. Then (51)

reads

2      i    wk
Uk = (-1) , v* - - 1.

Hence Qk is a complete matrix algebra of 2 rows and columns. If ra is even

then U is a direct product of m such algebras. Hence 11 is isomorphic to the

complete matrix algebra of 2m rows. If ra = 2m + \, <3?(c) is a direct sum of two

algebras of order one and 11 is a direct sum of two complete matrix algebras

on 2m rows.

We shall now show that the two cases excluded before, namely, class A

with ra = 2 and class C with m = 2 can also be regarded as algebras of the

present type. In the first case we choose as basis for $ :

s«
= (o   i)'     Ä1 = C   -i)'     S2 = (-i   o)'     Si = (°i   o)

Then the s< satisfy (46) with «i = l, a2= —1, «3 = 1- Hence c2 = l and 11 is a

direct sum of two algebras each of which is isomorphic to the Clifford algebra

determined by Si, s2. Since s? = So, s\= —s0 this algebra is isomorphic to the

complete matrix algebra of two rows. This proves that the result obtained for

algebras of class A is also valid for the case ra = 2.

Now let $ be the algebra of class C with m — 2. We take the following

basis in Ä:

So = Si  =

s2 =

0    1

-1    0

St =
0    1

-1    0

0 -1

1 0

o   n
-1    0

s3 =

Sh

It can be verified that (46) holds with ai = ag = <x6 = 1, a2 = a¡í=— 1. Hence

c2 = 1 and 11 is a direct sum of two algebras of the form Q\ X Qt. where Q*

= (so, Uk, vk, UkVk) and
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2 2 2 2
«i = — 1,    Vi = X;        «2 = — 1,    î>2 = 1.

Thus Q1XQ2 is a complete matrix algebra of four rows. We therefore see that

the universal algebra is a direct sum of two matrix algebras and this result is

different from that obtained for the other algebras of class C.

4. Determination of the algebras of types A, B, C. We say that a Jordan

algebra $ is of type A, B, or C if there exists a finite extension P of the base

field $ such that $P is an algebra of class A, B, or C respectively. In this

section we determine these algebras. We shall assume that m ^3 if $ has type

C. We begin with the simpler

Types B and C. If iî is of type B we may regard Sasa 3>-subalgebra of

the Jordan algebra of symmetric matrices over P such that the P space P$

spanned by these matrices is the complete set of symmetric matrices. Similarly

if $ is of type C we may take iî to be a ^-subalgebra of the Jordan algebra of

matrices satisfying (30) such that PÍS is the complete set of these matrices.

In either case if Xi, x2, • • • , xr is a basis for $ then these x's also constitute

a basis for the extended system. Since iî is a "i-subalgebra

\jà) Xi' Xj ~   / , y%jkXk,

where the 7's are in $ and as usual x<-xy= (x;Xy-f-xyx¿)/2.

Let p—*pR be a regular representation of the field P over <£. The matrices

pB are in the matrix algebra í>a if & = (P:<Ï>). If a£<i> then aR is the scalar

matrix a. If x= (£y) is in P„ we define Xa* to be the matrix in <£„;, obtained by

replacing each £¿y by the "block" ^(E^a- The correspondence R*: x—»x8* is a

representation of P„ regarded as an algebra over «Ê. Hence by (53)

/ca\ R'    B*        V» B*
(54) Xi -Xj   =2-, yakXk .

It follows that if the ¿,£P then the correspondence Zk*»->Z£»'Ä;f* is a rep-

resentation of $p over P. We know that this can be extended to a representa-

tion R' of the universal algebra P„ of itP.

Now R* and R' are both homomorphisms of ^5„ into the ring ^nh and if

«G* then

(ax)-8* = axR*, iax)R' — aï8'.

It follows that the totality 21 of elements x such that xfi* = xs' is a $-sub-

algebra of P„. Since xf = xf, AÇ2I. Hence the ^»-subalgebra (5 generated by

$ is contained in 21.

Since P„ is generated by iïP and the x¿ form a basis for $P we can adjoin

to the basis xi, x2, • • • , xr suitable products of these x's to obtain a basis

xi, x2, • • • , x„2 for P„ over P. These xyG® and hence to 21. Hence every

Z"2 «y*y> «y in $ is in 21. Now let x= 2~l%ixi De anv element of 21. Then

(55) Zii */   = (Z £»*;')    - (Zfc*/)     = £.£/**   = Z&*/ •
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We wish to conclude from this relation that ¿f = {,-. This can be done by using

the following lemma.

Lemma. Let C be the subring of Pn«, of matrices of the form T^OTtr, where

the p's and cr's are in P. Then if Xi, x2, • • • , x„2 is a basis for P„ over P, the

matrices xf* are left linearly independent over C.

Let \eu\ be a set of matrix units for P„ and set Eij = ef*. Then we have

EijEki = bjhEn and /jE« is the identity in P,,*. Since pe¿y = e,yp for any pGP,

pR*Eij = EijpR*. Hence c£,y = £¿yc for any cGC. Suppose that Y^XnEu■»■0. e,y

in C. Then

CP9 = Z  ^*P I    Z CijPii ) ̂ «fc = 0.

We now write «i, e2, • • • , eni for the e„- and express Xy= Z£i*e*- Reciprocally

6*= ¿^rikjXj and the matrices (¿j) and (77) are inverses. Now we have the rela-

tions xf = Z£y*«* s0 that if Zcyxf = 0, then

^-, Ä*   R*
¿_, CjÇjkek  = 0.

Since the elements ZcJ'£f*£C tnis implies that

Z ciiik = 0, k = X, 2, • ■ ■ , n2.
i

If we multiply by t)u and sum on k we obtain c< = 0 for all ». This proves the

lemma.

We now see that if Zí Z&Í&& then gf — i/1. Hence Ç?-{/l. It is known
that if p is an element of P such that pB=pl then p£<$(13). Thus 21 coincides

with the totality of elements /.cuxt, a¡ in <i>. Since Xy£@ this shows that

«eg. Hence g = 21.

Since the xy, j — 1, • ■ • , w2, form a basis for 21 and also a basis for P„ over

P we see that 2IP = P„. Hence 21 is a central simple associative algebra over f>.

Since the involution J leaves the elements of it fixed, J maps 21 into itself.

Hence J induces an involution in 21. Let y be an element of 21 that is /-sym-

metric. Then y is P-dependent on the basis xi, x2, • • • , xr of SP. It follows

that y is ^-dependent on those elements so that y£$. Thus $ may be char-

acterized as the totality of /-symmetric elements of 21. This proves the fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem 3. Let S be a Jordan algebra of type B or C over the field $. Then

$ is isomorphic to the subalgebra of J-symmetric elements of a Jordan algebra

2ly where 2Í is a central simple associative algebra that possesses an involution
Jiu).

(13) N. Jacobson [2, p. 21 ].

(14) For algebras of characteristic 0 this result is due to Kalisch [l].
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Type A. If iî is a Jordan algebra of type A then iî can be regarded as a

<ï>-subalgebra of the Jordan algebra of matrices of the form

C,)
and the P-space P$ is the complete set of these matrices. The argument that

we shall use to determine the structure of ® will parallel that given in the

B and C cases.

If Xi, x2, • ■ • , x„2 is a basis for S over <I> then these x's form a basis for

$P over P and we have a Jordan multiplication table of the form (53) with

the 7's in i>. Also we know that the universal algebra 11 of itP is the set of

matrices

(\)

where a and b are arbitrary in Pn. For any element z = (£,,) of this algebra we

define 3a* to be the matrix obtained by replacing the ¿,y by the hXh matrices

£y representing these elements in the regular representation R. We know that

the elements xf* satisfy (54). Hence the correspondence Z£«X«^Z£¿*?*> £¿

in P, is a representation of ,S'P over P. We know that this representation can

be extended to a representation of 11 over P.

Let 21 denote the totality of elements x£llsuch that xB* = xß'. Then 2Í is

a $-subalgebra of 11 containing iî and hence containing the "^-subalgebra ®

of 11 generated by $. We can find a basis Xi, • • • , x„a, xn2+i, • • • , x2„2 for

11 over P such that the Xj,j>n2, are products of x,, i^n2. Thus all the x's are

in g. Now let Z?' hxj be any element of 21. Then as in (55),¿«;<*f = Zêf*f •
The lemma given above now implies that kT~%i i°r all .7-

We can now show as before that Z^yG^i if and only if the £y = ay are in

<E>. This implies that 21 = ®. Also we see that 2iP=U. If we use the fact that U

is a direct sum P£1}©P® of two complete matrix algebras we obtain the fol-

lowing possibilities for the structure of 21 : (1) 21 is a direct sum of two central

simple algebras 21» over $, (2) 21 is simple with center a quadratic extension

3?iq) isomorphic to a subfield of P. We consider these cases separately.

Case 1. 2I = 2Ii©2I2. Then 2lP = 2I1Pe2í2P=PÍ1)©Pf. Because of the unique-
ness of the decomposition of an algebra as a direct sum of simple algebras we

can suppose that ÏUp=P« . Since 21 is the algebra generated by $, the funda-

mental involution J in U induces an involution in 21. Since J maps P^J) on P®

and Pj¿2) on ~P^\ J interchanges the two components 21,-. Thus 2Ii and 2I2 are

anti-isomorphic. It is easy to see that iî is the set of /-symmetric elements of

21. Hence $ is the totality of elements ai+a{, ax in 2Ii. The correspondence

Oi+af—»ai is an isomorphism of Ä on the Jordan algebra 2Iiy. Thus $ is iso-

morphic to a Jordan algebra 2Iiy where 2li is central simple over <ï>.
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Case 2. 21 is simple with center a quadratic extension $(g) of <£. Since 2IP

is a direct sum,
$(g)P = pd> © p<2)

where each P, is one-dimensional. Thus P(i) = Pe, where

2 2

¿i+e2 = 1,        eie2 = e2ej = 0,        e\ = ci,        e2 = e2.

Also Pb)== (2lP)e¿. Since / permutes the factors P„", e\ = e2, e2=ei. It follows

that / induces a nontrivial automorphism in $iq). Hence J is an involution

of second kind. As before we see that ÍÍ is the set of / symmetric elements of

21. We have therefore proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let $ be a Jordan algebra over $ such that there exists a finite

extension P of «J? such that $P=P„j. Then either $ is isomorphic to a Jordan

algebra 2Iy, 21 central simple over i>, or iî is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra of

J-symmetric elements of a simple algebra 21 that has center a quadratic extension

<&(<?) of <E> and that possesses an involution J of second kind.

In the first case we say that $ is of type At and in the second that ® is of

type An.

Suppose now that $ is a Jordan algebra over 4> that has the following

property : There exists an extension Y of <ï> such that $ can be regarded as an

algebra over T with scalar multiplication an extension of the scalar multipli-

cation over <ï> and such that $ over Y is of type A, B, C, or D. Now our results

give the structure of S regarded as an algebra over Y. Thus if $ over Y is of

type Ai then we know that $ over Y is isomorphic to an algebra 2Iy where 21

is central simple over Y. But then iî (over $) is isomorphic to 2Iy regarded as

an algebra over 3». Hence $ is isomorphic to (21 over <I?)y. If we regard 21 from

the beginning as an algebra over $ we see that the center of 21 is Y and that

$ is isomorphic to 2Iy. Next let $ over Y be of type An. Then our discussion

shows that we can find an associative algebra 2Í over $ that has an involution

/ of second kind such that $ is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra §(21, J)

of /-symmetric elements of 21. The center of 21 is a quadratic extension T(g)

where Y is the subfield of symmetric elements of the center. Similarly if $

over r is of type B or C then there is an involutorial simple associative alge-

bra with center Y and involution / of first kind such that iî is isomorphic to

S («, J).
5. Universal algebras of Jordan algebras of types A-D. To determine

these algebras we shall make use of the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1. If R is an imbedding of a Jordan algebra $t and the enveloping

algebra of R has the same dimensionality as the universal algebra then R is a

universal imbedding.

We know that the correspondence a—>aB can be extended to a homo-
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morphism i? of 11 into the enveloping algebra g of R. Since the dimension-

alities of 11 and g are finite and equal, R is an isomorphism.

This lemma shows that a universal imbedding can be characterized as

one that has maximum dimensionality for its enveloping algebra.

Lemma 2. Let R be an imbedding of $ in 21 and let P be an extension of the

base field $. Then R can be extended in one and only one way to an imbedding

of iîp in 2Ip. The dimensionality of the enveloping algebra of this extension is the

same as that of R.

If xi, Xi, ••• is a basis for iî over <£> an imbedding is determined by asso-

ciating with the Xi elements xf that satisfy the same Jordan multiplication

table as the x,-. For if the xf are given with this property then it is clear that

the correspondence Z£»x«'—* Zf'x? *s an imbedding. Since the x¿ also con-

stitute a basis for $P over P this proves the first assertion. Next let Si, z2, • • •

be a basis for the enveloping algebra of R. It is immediate that every element

of the enveloping algebra of the extension of R is a linear combination with

coefficients in P of these elements. Also we know that since the z,- are $-inde-

pendent then they are also P-independent. Hence the z's constitute a basis

for the enveloping algebra of the extension.

We suppose now that 21 is a simple associative algebra over $ and that

the center of 2Í is a field Y that is separable over <£. We wish to determine

the universal algebra of the Jordan algebra 2ly. Suppose first that 21 = Y.

Then r = <I>(0), 9 a primitive element. Also since Y is commutative the Jordan

product in Y coincides with ordinary multiplication. Hence Ty = r. Let R be a

Jordan representation of Y. Then (Ö*)B = (Ö"*)B=(ÖB)'* = (ÖB)Ä. It follows

that R is a homomorphism of the associative algebra Y. Hence Y is the uni-

versal algebra of F,-(16).

Assume next that (2I:T) > 1. Let 21' be an algebra anti-isomorphic to a

and let a—>a' be a particular anti-isomorphism of a onto a'. We form the

direct sum 93 = a©a' and we let $ be the subset of 93 of elements a+a',

a£2l. It is clear that iî is a subalgebra of 93y isomorphic to ay. We assert that

$ generates 93. For let a and b be two elements of a such that abj^ba. Then

c = ab- ba = iab + b'a') - (Ô + b')ia + a')

is in the algebra g generated by M:. The element ZöiC^' = Z(a<+a¿ )ci°i + K)

is also contained in g. Since c is 5^0 and a is simple this means that every

element of a is in g. Similarly a'Çg and 93 = g.

We wish to show that the identity mapping is a universal imbedding of

iî and hence that 93 is a universal algebra. If ra2 = (a:T)>l and r = (Y:$)

then (a:i>) =ra2r and (93:$) =2raV. It therefore suffices to prove that if R is

(u) If r is a commutative algebra the universal algebra of r, need not coincide with T.

Thus let r have the basis x, y with x2 = y2 = xy = vx = 0. Then the universal algebra has basis

X, Y,XY=-YX.
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any imbedding of ay then the dimensionality of the enveloping algebra is not

greater than 2ra2r.

Let £2 be the algebraic closure of <ï> and form the algebra an. Since Y is

separable over $>, rQ = ß(1)© ß(2>© • • • ©0W where the ß(i) are one-dimen-

sional over ß. It follows that a¡¡ = ß™ © ßf © • • • © ß^ where each Qg>

is a complete matrix algebra of ra rows. Also (ay)a = (aa)y= ß^jffiß^ffi • • •

© Qjj for the Jordan algebras. By Theorem 2 and our discussion of the uni-

versal algebras of the algebras ßrey we see that the dimensionality of the uni-

versal algebra of (ay)« is 2raV. By Lemma 2 the dimensionality of any envelop-

ing algebra of 2Iy does not exceed 2ra2r. This completes the proof of the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 5. Let % be a simple associative algebra with center Y separable

over the base field i>. Assume that i'ñ'.Y) > 1. Let a' be anti-isomorphic to a and

let a—>a' be a particular anti-isomorphism of a onto a'. Then if a^>aR is any im-

bedding of %j, the mapping a+a'^>aR defined on a subset of 93 = a©21' can be

extended to a homomorphism of 93 into the enveloping algebra of R.

We consider next an associative simple algebra 21 over <f> that possesses

an involution /. Let §(a, /) be the totality of /-symmetric elements. Then

§(a, /) is a subalgebra of ay. We again assume that the center T of a is

separable over i> and we wish to determine the universal algebra of C(a, /)•

Let ß be the algebraic closure of "i> and consider the algebra a¡í. The involu-

tion / can be extended in one and only one way to an involution / in a«. The

space of /-symmetric elements of %a is the extension space §(a, J)q.

Any involution induces an automorphism in the center Y and since J2 — 1,

the induced automorphism is either the identity or it has the period two in Y.

We recall that in the former case / is of first kind and in the second that / is

of second kind. We suppose first that / is of second kind. We assume through-

out that (a:T)>l.
Let A be the subfield of Y of /-symmetric elements and let (A :<!>)=/.

Then (r:A)=2and (r:$)=r = 2/. HencerSi=ß<1)©ß<2)ffi • • • © ß<2i> where

each ß(i) is one-dimensional. Since the ß(i) are uniquely determined, / per-

mutes these components. Hence if e¿ denotes the identity of ß(t) then e{ is

one of the e's. Since / is of period two the permutation of the e's that it de-

termines is of period two. Hence we may suppose that / has the form:

(«i, e2)(e3, e4) • • • (e2s_i, e2„)(e2s+i) • • • (e2¡)- Then a basis for the set of /-sym-

metric elements of Ya is ei+e2, ■ ■■ , e2s-i+e2s, e28+i, • • • , e2t. Hence the

dimensionality of this set is s-4-(2/ — 2s) =2/ —s. Since we know that the di-

mensionality of this set is the same as that of A, namely /, we see that / = s.

It follows that J interchanges ß^1' and ß®, ß® and ß<,4), • • • . The elements

of £>(a, /)a are arbitrary sums of the form

(56) («i + ai) + (o3 + a3) + • • • + (a2i_i + o2<_i)
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where a^ß-1'. This shows that §(a, /)a= ß#© ß« © • ■ • ©ßiy""1'- Using

our results we know that the dimensionality of the universal algebra of such

a direct sum is 2/ra2. On the other hand it is easy to see by the argument used

in the proof of Theorem 5 that the subalgebra generated by the elements of

the form (56) is the whole algebra an. Hence the subalgebra generated by

«p(a, /) is the whole of a. Since (ti:#) =2/ra2 we see as before that 21 is the

universal algebra of «p(a, J). It is also clear that / is the fundamental involu-

tion in the universal algebra.

We assume next that / is of first kind. Here §(a, /) contains Y and we

can regard a and ^> as algebras over Y. We do this first and we consider (a

over r)n= ß». The involution / can be extended to an involution / in ß„

and the symmetric elements relative to the extension constitute the algebra

(£> over r)o. On the other hand since ß is algebraically closed we know that

we can choose a suitable matrix basis for ßn so that / appears to have either

the form a—>a' or a—>q_1a'q in even) where q is given by (4). Accordingly we

say that / is of type B or of type C. We exclude the case type C and ra^4

from further consideration. Using the values for the dimensionalities of the

algebras of class B and C we obtain

(nin + l)/2    for type B
(«p:r) = (($overr)a:Q)       \ " 7V

\n(n — l)/2    for type C.

Hence (¿p:i>) =rra(ra + l)/2 or rra(ra —1)/2 in the respective cases if r=(Y:$).

We now regard a, Y, and § as algebras over <f>. We have Ta = ß(1>© ß(2)

© • ■ • ffißw, an=ßi1)©ßi2)© ■ • • ©ß" The involution / can be ex-

tended to an involution in a«. This mapping leaves each ß(i) and hence each

0^ fixed. Hence we may suppose that in ß£iJ we have either a\ — a[ or

a\—q~''ía'lq, q as in (4). It is clear that §(a, /)a is a direct sum of the algebras

of J-symmetric elements of the ßi4). Since (£(a, /)s¡: ß) = (§(a, /):*)

= rra(w-|-l)/2 or rra(ra —1)/2 it follows that we either have a{ = a't for all i

or a{ = q~1a'1q for all i. In no case do we have aJt=q~la'iq if ra=4. Hence the

dimensionality of the universal algebra of §¡¡ is rn2. Also we see that the

subalgebra of %a generated by §n is a¡2. Hence the subalgebra generated by

£> is 21. Since (a:<P) is rn2 we see that a is the universal algebra. It is also clear

that / is the fundamental involution in the universal algebra. This com-

pletes the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Let a be a simple associative algebra that has separable center

Y and that possesses an involution J. Assume that (21 :T) >1 and that Çn'.Y) >4

if J is of first kind and type C. Then if £>(a, /) denotes the subalgebra of a,-

of J-symmetric elements, any imbedding of £>(a, /) can be extended to a homo-

morphism of the associative algebra a.

We consider finally the Jordan algebras of type D. Let a be a Clifford

algebra over a field Y that is separable over i> and let ® be the Jordan sub-
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algebra of ay of T-combinations of the elements So, Si, ■ ■ • , s„. We regard

a and $ as algebras over $. If £1, £2, ■ • • , £r is a basis for Y over <£ then the

(ra-f-l)r elements £iSy = £,--5y form a basis for $ over $. Also we have the

multiplication rule (£,-Sy) • (£¡rs¿) = (£,■■£*) ■ (sySi). If ß is the algebraic closure

of $, Ta= ß(1)ffiß(2)© • • ■ ffiß(r). Hence the space over ß determined by

the ¿'s has a basis ei, e2, ■ ■ ■ , er with multiplication table d • e¡ = bud. Hence

$a has the basis e,sy such that (e,-sy)-(e*-.?i) =5,j;e,-(sys,). It follows that

iîa = iîa>©iî(2)© • • • ffiiî<r) where iî(i) has the basis ei = ei-s0, evs,, • • • ,

e¿s„. Any elements of Ya has the form ZWî'ei> w* in ^- Hence the product

of such an element by e¿ is co,e¿. It follows that if j, k ^ 1 then

(tvsy)(tvs*) = ei-isj-Sk) = OjkWjei.

Hence each iî(i) is of type D. The dimensionality of the universal algebra of

iî(i) is 2m; hence that of i?0 is r2m. On the other hand we see that the algebra

a is of dimensionality r2m. This proves that a is the universal algebra of $

over i>.

Theorem 7. Let a be an algebra of Clifford numbers over a field Y that is

separable over <£ and let $t be the Jordan subalgebra of ay whose basis over Y is

the set of generators so, si, • ■ • , sn. Then any imbedding of $ over $ can be ex-

tended to a homomorphism of a over $.

The fundamental involution / in the universal algebra sends

E«l «n V-» en «1
Pei...£„Sl    ■   •  •   S„ —*  2^i   Pe1...i„Sn    •   •  •   Si

«¿=0,1 «¡-0,1

where the p's are in Y. We remark that if ra^4 then a contains J-symmetric

elements that do not belong to Ä. For example SiS2S3S4 is such an element.

6. Isomorphisms and derivations. Let G be an ismorphism of a Jordan

algebra $i on a Jordan algebra $2- If tl¿ is the universal algebra of $¿ then G

can be extended to an isomorphism of Ui on U2. Also if J,- is the fundamental

involution in U, then if <zi£$i, aiJiG = aiG = a\GJ2. Thus the two anti-iso-

morphisms JiG and GJ2 coincide on $i. Since $i generates Ui it follows that

JiG = GJ2. Hence J2 = G~lJ\G. In general if 11, are associative algebras with

involutions /< then we say that /i and /2 are cogredient if there exists an iso-

morphism G of lli on XX2 such that /2 = G~1JiG. Then we see that if $i and S2

are isomorphic Jordan algebras then the fundamental involutions in their

universal algebras are cogredient. Conversely suppose that the /< are co-

gredient and, moreover, that $j is the complete set of /.-symmetric elements

of Ui. Then if J2 = G_1JiG, G maps $i on £2. Hence G induces an isomorphism

of $i on $2. These remarks can be used to determine the isomorphisms be-

tween the Jordan algebras considered in the preceding section.

As before we shall assume that (a:T)>l for the involutorial algebras a

that define Jordan algebras of types An, B and C. We assume also that
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(a:T) ^6 if the involution is of type C. Finally we restrict the value of ra in

the definition of the algebras of type D to ra^5. Under these restrictions we

can show that no algebra of one type can be isomorphic to one of a different

type. We assume first that one of our algebras, say $i, is of type D. If G is an

isomorphism of $i on a second algebra in our list then J2 = G~1JiG for the

fundamental involutions. Hence G maps the totality 2i of /i-symmetric ele-

ments on the totality 82 of /¡-symmetric elements. We know that SO«fci.

Hence S2DS2. On the other hand we know that if $2 has type A, B, or C then

S2 = iî2. Thus iï2 is also of type D.

We note next that an algebra of type At can not be isomorphic to one of

type An, B or C. For the universal algebras for types Ai are not simple while

those of the other types are. An algebra of type An can not be isomorphic

to one of type B or C since an involution of second kind cannot be cogredient

to one of first kind. Finally let $1 of type B be isomorphic to $2 of type C.

Then the universal algebras a» are isomorphic. If 1\- is the center of a,,

i^i-.Yi) =n2=i%2:Y2) and (IY.çp) =r = (T2:<ï>). Then (&:#) =rra(ra + l)/2 while

(ß2'.3>) =rnin — X)/2. This is impossible. Hence we have proved:

Theorem 8. Under the restrictions in the orders noted above Jordan algebras

of different types are not isomorphic.

Now let ai-^>a!¡ be an isomorphism of aiy in a2y where ai and a2 are simple

with separable centers. Then we form the direct sum of ai and ai where 8t¿

is anti-isomorphic to ai under the correspondence ai—>a{. We know that

ai+al—»a? defines a homomorphism G* of 93i = ai©ai on a2. Since the only

two-sided ideals in 93i are 93i, ai, ai" and 0, G* either maps ai on 0 or it maps

ai on 0. In the first case iai+al )G* = af = a<{ so that G* induces the original

mapping of ai on a2. Thus G is an isomorphism of the associative algebra ai

on the associative algebra a2. In the second case iai+aí )G*=(ai)G* = aG.

Hence G is the resultant of Oi—>al and G*. Thus G is an anti-isomorphism of

ai on a2. This gives the following result which in a more general form is due

to G. Ancochea(16):

Theorem 9. Let ai and a2 be simple associative algebras with separable

centers. Suppose that G is an isomorphism of aiy on a2y. Then G is either an

isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism of $Xi on a2.

In a similar manner we can easily prove the following theorem.

Theorem 10. Let ai and a2 be involutorial simple algebras with separable

centers. Suppose that G is an isomorphism of §(ai, /1) ore §(a2, J2), /,• the

given involutions. Then G can be extended to an isomorphism G of ai ore a2 such

that J2 = G~lJiGi17).

(16) Ancochea [l]. See also N. Jacobson [4] and Kaplansky [l].

(17) For central algebras this has been proved by Kalisch [l ]. A more general result is given

in N. Jacobson [4].
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In the case of algebras of type D we restrict ourselves to the case Y = <3?.

An isomorphism G of the system (so, Si, • • • , sn) onto (/o, k, • • • , tn) sends

Si into sf= !T,Ui4i. Clearly s0 =/o. It is easy to see that the only elements of

(so, si, ■ ■ ■ , sn) that satisfy quadratic equations of the form x2 = £s0 are the

multiples of So and the elements of the form 7"^£,s¿. It follows that

sf= ZiMíyíy for i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , re. Now if x= Z"£tf.

2 " 2

* - Z «*& m /(£)
i

and (xG)2 =/(£). On the other hand xG= Z£'íC = Z?»M¿y^y— Z^A' so tnat

(xG)2 = 2~llßirn if ¿y = ßySo. Thus the diagonal matrices a= {au a2, • • • , an]

and /3= {/3i, /32, • • • , ßn) are cogredient. It is easily seen that this condition

is also sufficient. Also one sees that the group of automorphisms of

(so, si, • • • , sn) is isomorphic to the group of matrices (p.) such that

ip)'aiß)=a.

We shall obtain next the derivations of our algebras. These can be obtained

by using the following general principle: If D is a derivation in a Jordan

algebra iî then D can be extended to a derivation in its universal algebra XX.

As in §1 we take U to be the algebra g/93 where g is the free algebra generated

by Xi, X2, • • • in 1-1 correspondence with the basis Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ of $ and 93 is

the ideal generated by

(58) iXiXj + XjXj)/2 - Z lakXk.

The element x,- is identified with the coset mod 93 of Xi. If D is a derivation

in $ we have x4 = Z^A where

,    D D D D _, D
\Jy) \Xi Xj -\- XiXj   -p Xj Xi ~~\- XjXi )} L  ^   / , yijkXk .

Now it is clear that since % is a free algebra there exists a derivation sending

the generators X, into arbitrary F< in %. We take F,= 2~lffü^i and call D*

the associated derivation in U. Then D* maps (58) into

D» D* D* B« „ D*

iXi Xj + XiXj + Xj Xi + XjXi )/2 — ¿j yukXk .

The coset of this element mod 93 is 0 by (59). Hence D* maps 93 into itself.

Therefore D* induces a derivation D in 11 = 5/93. Clearly the induced mapping

is an extension of the original D in $.

We apply this result first to the case S = ay, a simple with separable

center. Then we see that D defines a derivation in 93 = a ©a' that maps

a+a' into aD+iaD)', a in a. Since any derivation in 93 is inner(18) there

exists an element d+e', ¿Ga, e'G5C such that

aD + iaD)' = [a + a',d + c'] = [a, d] + [a', c']

(18) N. Jacobson [l, p. 215].
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where as usual [x, y] denotes xy—yx. It follows that aD = [a, d]. This proves

the following theorem.

Theorem 11. Let a be a simple associative algebra with separable center.

Then if D is a derivation in the Jordan algebra ay there exists an element d in *ñ

such that aD =[a, d] for all a.

Suppose next that 21 has an involution and that D is a derivation in the

Jordan algebra §(21, /). Then D defines a derivation in the universal algebra

a. Hence there exists a ¿G21 such that aD= [a, d] for all a££>. We apply /

to this equation and obtain aD= [dJ, a]= [ — a, dJ]. Hence d+dJ commutes

with every a£§>. It follows that d+dJ = 5Ç:Y. Since oJ = 5 we can replace

d by d' = d — 8/2 to obtain id')J = —d'. This element produces the same

effect as d; hence we can suppose that dJ = —d.

Theorem 12. Let % be a simple associative algebra that has a separable

center and that has an involution J. Then if D is a derivation in £>(a, /) there

exists a J-skew element d in a such that aD= [a, d].

In considering the derivations of the algebras of type D we again restrict

ourselves to the central simple case r=i>. Actually it can be seen that this

restriction is not necessary but for the sake of brevity we make it here. Let

D be a derivation in the system (so, si, • • • , s„). Since Sq = so, 2sos0=s0.

Hence 5^ = 0. Next set x=Z"£>'5¿ and differentiate x2=/(£). This gives

x- (xD) =0. If we apply this to x = s< we see that sf= Z"-i ffifii- Then x- ixD)

= 0 implies that the matrix (<r) satisfies the equation aia) + i<r)'a = 0,

a = {au ol2, • • • , an} as before.

7. Semi-simple Jordan algebras of characteristic 0. We recall that Al-

bert^9) has called a Jordan algebra solvable if the derived sequence $, iî-2,

$"4= (ÎÎ'2)'2, • • • leads to 0. Here iî'2 is the space generated by all products

a-b, a and b in $. The radical of a Jordan algebra iî is the maximal solvable

ideal and iî is semi-simple if it has no nonzero solvable ideals. It has been

proved by Albert that any semi-simple Jordan algebra over a field of char-

acteristic 0 has an identity and is a direct sum of simple algebras. This result

reduces the problem of determining the semi-simple algebras to that of de-

termining the simple algebras.

Now let iî be simple. Let Y be the center of $ defined in the usual manner

for non-associative rings as the totality of elements that commute and asso-

ciate with all the elements of the algebra. Then Y is the set of elements such

that

y-(a-b) = iya)-b,        a-iy-b) = ia-y)-b,

a-(b-y) = ia-b)-yi2«).

(19) Albert's results quoted here are in [4] and [2].

(20) Cf. Albert [5] or N. Jacobson [3].
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It is known that Y is a field containing the set $1 of i-múltiples of 1. By (60)

$ can be regarded as an algebra over Y with scalar multiplication an exten-

sion of the originally defined multiplication aa = al-a. It is known that $ is

central simple over Y in the sense that ($ over T)a is simple for every exten-

sion field ß of T.

Now it has been shown by Albert (21) that there exists a field P such that

(iî over r)P is a split algebra. Hence iî over Y is of type A, B, C, D or E in

our sense. If $ is of type E it is not a special Jordan algebra. On the other

hand if $ has type A, B, C, or D then the results of §4 show that $ is a special

Jordan algebra and we have the following structure theorem:

Theorem 13. Let S be a simple special Jordan algebra over a field $ of

characteristic 0. Then iî is isomorphic to one of the following types of algebras:

(1) an algebra ay where a is a simple associative algebra, (2) §(a, /) the algebra

of J-symmetric elements of a simple associative algebra that possesses an involu-

tion J, (3) a Jordan algebra associated with a Clifford system over a field Y

containing <£.

In each of these cases we have proved that the universal algebra is either

a simple algebra or it is a direct sum of two anti-isomorphic simple algebras.

If $ is a semi-simple special Jordan algebra, f is a direct sum of simple

Jordan algebras. Also since any subalgebra of a special Jordan algebra is spe-

cial, the simple components are special. Since the universal algebra of a direct

sum of algebras with identities is a direct sum of the universal algebras of the

components, we can state the following general theorem:

Theorem 14. The universal algebra of any semi-simple special Jordan alge-

bra over a field of characteristic 0 is a semi-simple associative algebra.

As a corollary we have the following result :

Theorem 15. Any matrix representation of a semi-simple Jordan algebra

over a field of characteristic 0 is completely reducible.

For it is known that any matrix representation of a semi-simple associa-

tive algebra is completely reducible.

Finally we note that we can use our determination of the universal alge-

bras to obtain the irreducible matrix representations.

(21) Albert [4, p. 567] and [2, p. 554].
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